ANNUAL DAY REPORT- 2017-18
By the way this is the first Annual report of the college that I am
representing before after I have taken over the charge of the Principle-ship in
the last month itself. On this occasion, I would like to acknowledge the service
and contribution of Dr. Smt. Roshan Ara who headed this college for more than
one decade.
The academic year of 2017-18 is indeed a milestone and a significant in
the long journey of the college. The college after its establishment in 1976 has
already completed more than four decades and it has been retendering a great
service in the field of higher education particularly in the field of women’s
education.
Without going into its details of the history of the college, I would like to
remind certain highlights of its achievements and significance this intuition was
established by Janab S. A. Punekar the founder president of SECAB
Association IN 1976. The vision and the mission behind establishing this
college was to provide a quality value based skill oriented education to the
women belonging to poor backward, minority classes and also of rural minority
classes and semirural background and our was the first women’s college in the
whole of Vijayapur and Bagalkot district
With those noble objectives the college has been marching forwards new
destination and it has already established its reputation as one of the best college
in whole of Karnataka, this is not our claim, but in the year 2008 an educational
survey conducted by leading magazine the Sunday Indian has announced the
position of 5th rank among the best ten best colleges of our state. The College
has already undergone two cycles of NAAC Accreditation reaccreditation
process and shortly that is in 2019 we are going to face the 3 rd cycle of
reaccreditation.

In 2012 our college was recognized as college with Potential for
Excellence (PCE) by the University grant commission. This recognition has
given a great moral support to our efforts in our endeavor of achieving quality
and excellence.
As sense of social awareness and commitment of society, people
and community are the essential parts of our education. Our college has two
units of National Service Scheme, consisting of one handed volunteers. This
year they have conducted several activities such as visit to orphanage, campus
cleaning, Tree plantation, free health checkup, surely programmes, etc. In the
month of February our college and Akkamahadevi University Jointly conducted
a special camp at the University campus at Torvi during this camp we took
project like construction compound wall, cleaning of play ground, Health
awareness and skill development programmes for women. I really congratulate
the NSS officers of our college and all the volunteers for taking an active part in
all those activities.
Cultural development is an inseparable part of the academic life.
Under the chairmanship of Prof. N. M. Gunwan and their cultural committee
has conducted on number of activities throughout the year these activities
include celebration of cultural week, conduct of competition in Elocution,
Signing, Fancy Dress, Essay Writing, Mehandi, Rangoli etc our students have
enthusiastically participated in the completion, so I must thank the cultural
committee chairperson.
Looking at the achievements of the college, there are several
aspects and performances which make us feel proud If we consider the
performance of the students in the examinations, of course, here lies our worth
I’m extremely proud to mention here that literally every year our students
secure at least three to four ranks to the Akkamahadevi University and for three
consecutive years, we got first rank to the university and this year also we have

bagged three ranks in arts stream, and in the semester examinations this year the
results are as following.
Rank Holders
1) Alfia Bilagi – II Rank
2) Arushika Hiremath IV Rank
3) Miss Rakkasagi X rank

I must really congratulate the students and the staff for their hard work,
commitment and dedication in achieving such commendable results. In fact the
college has been maintaining this standard for many years.
In the year 2016 we launched a post graduate centre in English we are
conducting M A in English and even in that course also the results are highly
encouraging.
In M A I semester out of 10 students 2 students got distinction and
remaining eight students are higher first class and first class.
In M A III semester out of 13 students, two students secured distinction
and the remaining are fist class and above. I once again congratulate all the
students and the faculty members of the P. G. department for their remarkable
performance.
At this juncture, I would like to announce here that our college has been
permitted two post graduate courses in science – Miss Physics and M.Sc.
chemistry, and from coming academic year, we are going to launch those
courses.
As we often say that process o learning is an unending process the faculty
of our college though most of them are well experience and qualified, they are
constantly upgrading themselves with research activities, participation in
seminar conference etc.

Many of our faculty members are being recognized by the women’s
University as members of board of studies board of examiners etc. It shows
their reputation in their subject and field of work. Dr. Mohammed Afzal Prof.
M. T. Kotnis, Dr. S. H. Malghan, Prof. C. L. Patil, Dr. M. S. Metri, Dr. L. I.
Nadaf, Prof. S. R. Bijapur, Prof. M. M. Bagalkot, Prof. N. M. Gunwan, Dr.
Girish Lendi, Prof. Khadri are nominated as members of Board of studies and
Board of Examiners in their respective subjects.
Prof. M. T. Kotnis Prof C. L. Patil, have edited text books of Basic
English for B. A. and B.Com II semesters. Similarly Dr. M. S. Metri has edited
a text book in Basic Kannada.
The most remarkable achievement of this academic year is the award of
Ph. D. degree to our learned colleagues. This Year three members of the staff
have been awarded doctorate degree they are myself Dr. M.d Afzal in Physics,
Dr. L. I. Nadaf in Chemistry and Dr. Jayaramaiah in Political Science. We
really feel proud of them and excellence that may have shown in their subject,
and Dr. N. Chidanand has been recognized by Kannada University Hampi as
Guide for Ph. D. works. They have brought credit to the college also
congratulations all of you.
We always believe that teaching alone will not shape the minds and
personalities o four students; therefore we organize seminars, conference
workshops exhibitions, guest lecturers which will greatly help in enhancing the
knowledge and experience of the students and even the faculty. I would like to
mention some of the highlights here This year, departments of social Sconce
like psychology, sociology and political science jointly organized a state level
seminar on ‘ social responsibilities of professional world: we must really thanks
Janab Riyaz Farooqui for initiating the concept of this seminar. In the some way
department of commerce organized a seminar on ‘GST’ both the seminars were
very successful and I complement all these departments for taking up these
projects.

Similarly P. G. Department of English conducted two special lectures by
Dr. P. Kannan, Chairman Department of English Akkamadevi Women’s
University Vijayapur on two different topics
Department of Urdu organized a book releasing function a literacy work
in Urdu authored by Razia Sulana.
In the month of March all science Departments jointly organized an
exhibition in which they demonstrated some basic but fascinating concepts of
Physics, Chemistry, Botany and Zoology in the form of models. I congratulate
all the faculty members and students for their great involvement in the project.
The students of Home Science participated in the intercollegiate food
festival and contest conducted by SECAB Institute of Management and they
also bagged the first prize of cash Rs. 5000/- in the contest.
This year two study tours were connected one by the Department of
commerce to Dandeli and other places and another by the science section to
Pune, Maharaleshwar and other places. I appreciate all the students as well as
the faculty for organizing these two tours.
For the last three year our college has been bringing our News letter with
the little Horizon and it highlights the major activities and achievements of the
students as well as the staff. I congratulate and thank Prof. H. K. Yadahalli and
editorial Board for all their efforts in bringing out this beautiful newsletters and
the committee for encouraging the students to take part in the activities and thus
creating a cultural atmosphere in the college. In the spoets side our students
have shows excellent performance. Particularly this year was a golden year in
the sports history of our college. The cricketers of our college Miss Sweta
Kulkarni, Miss Sneha Kalal & Miss Savita Kakmari contested in the
international cricket tournament held at Katmandu Nepal Miss Shweta Kulkarni
represented our college and the University in State Level Judo competition and
bagged second Prize. Similarly in shot-put also Miss Tanzeela Ghasmandi has

shown an outstanding performance, and this year the following spots persons
have been awarded university blue title Miss Tanzeela Ghasmandi, Miss Rakhi
Kadam, Miss Shweta Kulkarni and Miss Savita Kakmari. I congratulate all
these sports women for their best performance and I also thank Miss Parveen
Chandaraki sports director of our college for guiding our students in various
sports events like throw ball, athletics cricket, Tennicoit, Carom, Chess. Etc.
Miss Shweta Kulkarni and Miss Sneha Kalal of B.Com VI sem
participated in IPL – Vijayapur cricket tournaments both of them are selected by
Karnataka State Cricket Association for cricket matches. They also participated
in Vijayapur Bagalkot premier league matches.
Coming to the individual achievements of our faculty members’ starting
with my own department of physics I was invited as a resource person for CET
coaching conducted PU College for girls and Boys. I delivered a guest lecture
on ‘NANO Technology’ at Anjuman Degree College, Vijayapur. I also
participated in one week orientation programme for Principals at “National
Institute of Educational planning” New Delhi.
From the Department of Hindi, Dr. M. A. Lingasur HOD, and Prof.
Hasan Khadri attended and International seminar in Hindi at Karnataka
University Dharwad and in the same occasion Dr. M. A. Lingasur was
felicitated for his contribution to Hindi language and research.
From the Department of Political Science, its HOD Prof. Gangadhar Bhat
presented a seminar paper at state level conference at Davanagere one of his
articles has been published in the Journal of politics’ He also delivered a guest
lecturer at BLDEA’S

S B Arts college. He organized voting awareness

programme and also a seminar on ‘Challenges before Indian Democracy’.
From the Department of History, Dr. Mustaq Ahmad Inamdar enacted
skits on the life of ‘Queen Chand Bi Bi’ on the occasion of Republic Day. He
also conducted on exhibition on the Historical monuments of Vijaypur. He also

acted a resource person and presented a paper at a state level seminar organized
by Kannada University Hampi.
The Department of Sociology organized a state level seminar on ‘Social
responsibility in nation building’ Dr. N. Chidanand, HOD of the Department
published two articles in national level journal.
Dr. Samiuddin from the Department of Urdu published an article in
the national level magazine published from Hyderabad. He presented a research
paper at national level Urdu seminar held at Pune. He also presented a paper at
an international level seminar in Urdu held at Chennai. He also attended one
week training programme in evaluation method held at Manas Gangotri,
Mysore.
Prof. C. L. Patil from the Department of English has published
three research articles in an international magazine. He also chaired a session
and presented a paper at national level seminar held at Gulbarga.
Dr. S. H. Kakhandaki from the Department of Sanskrit has
published two articles in peer review Journal He presented papers in four
international seminar held at Varanasi, Dharwad and other places. He acted as
the co-convener fro an international seminar conducted by SB Arts College. He
has been the editor for a magazine which has published research article.
Dr. M. S. Metri, HOD, Department of Kannada, was in the
selection committee constituted for the selection of Ph.D. students at Hampi
Kannada University. He also chaired a poets meet organized at Indi. He
delivered a special lecture at state level seminar on K Channabasappa. He also
delivered a lecture on the contributions of Dalit Sharanas at a seminar
conducted by Karnataka State Govt.
Prof. I. G. Kodekalmath from Departmet of Kannada has edited
two text books for BA Classes. He has been the member of Board of studies and
he has published two articles in leading journals and magazines.

Prof. H. K. Yadahalli from the department of psychology has
presented research papers at two national seminars one was at Sangli,
Maharastra and another was at Karnataka University Dharwad. In addition to
this he has been organizing a placement cell and organizing coaching for
completion examination.
Prof Hasan Khadri from the Department of Hindi has been acting as a
member of Board of studies at our women’s university. He also presented a
research paper at an International seminar on Indian languages held at
Karnataka University Dharwad.
Dr. S. H. Malghan, Associate Professor in Maths conducted a
survey on ‘ The state of teaching of Mathematics in primary and high schools.
He has published papers in International journals. He delivered a guest lecture
on ‘Research methodology’ at BLDE college, Jamkhandi. He has been the
member of BOE in Maths. Now he has been selected as the NAAC coordinator
of the college I congratulate you sir.
Dr. L. I. Nadaf HOD, Department of chemistry, as I have already
mentioned completed his Ph.D. programme this year completed his Ph. D.
programme this year and he has also organized a guest lecture by Dr. Shabbir
from Oman University.
Prof. N. M. Gunwan, Associate Professor Maths, was the
chairperson of the cultural committee and organized the activities very
systematically. She acted as a resource person in math at CIT Coaching in PUC
college. She presented a paper in workshop on mathematics conducted Mysore.
She played a key role in conducting science exhibition.
Prof. Bhagyashree Sevatkar co-ordinator for commerce section,
conducted a seminar and workshop she and her colleagues organized an
educational trip for commerce students. She encouraged B.Com students to
participate in the FOOD FESTIVAL and they bagged first prize they organized

two guest lectures on shares. Under her leadership, B.Com students participated
in the management event called ‘Utkarsha’ and exhibited their talents
Dr. Hajira Parveen from the Department of Urdu conducted several
activities including a workshop for the students on ‘How to teach standard
Urdu’. Under her guidance Miss Samreen Nagadekar bagged second prize in
reporting completion in Urdu – held at Bengaluru. They organized a book
releasing function of a book entitled ‘Samaji Pas Manzar’ me written by Dr.
Begum Razia sultana. From the Dept of Urdu they also observed sir Sayed Day
by organizing a guest lecture by Dr. Hashmat Latehakhwani.
Prof. Zohra Tabassum from the Department of Home Science was
very active and vibrant throughout the year with some innovative activities.
They raised public fund and distributed 150 sewing machines to poor and
backward class women They also trained more than 300 women in tailoring.
They have also setup a manufacturing unit of whole wheat bread
brown bread. They organized seminars and guest lectures on ‘Nutritional values
of food’ They organized health awareness progamme on ‘Balanced food for
mothers’. The Department is also distributing nutritional laddus to poor and
needy students. The students of Home science participated and bagged frist
prize in food festival competition.
Conducted by SECAB Business school
Department of library and library schince has been very active and
eager in providing best services to the stuents. It has introduced this year a new
system ‘Digitalisation of documents by using digital software called ‘D-space.
Prof. Shazad Afia, the librarian has published articales in Journal of library
science she has presented a paper in the tat level seminar on ‘Digitalization of
library service I congratulate Madam Afia for her appreciable work.
Department of Arabic under the gudence of Prof. S. M. Mull conducted
basic Arabic classes for the women of slum areas. She hsas presented papers in

national and international seminars. It is really note worthy that prof. Mulla has
been selected as the member of Board of studies by Gulbarga and even
Osmaniya University Hyderabad. It is really a credit to the college.

Thank you…

Annual Day Function
Programme Chart
1) Recitation of Holy Qur’aan

–

2) Recitation of Holy Bhagvatgita

–

3) College Anthem

–

4) Welcome Speech

–

5) Introduction of chief guest

–

Prof. L. R. Naik

6) Garlanding
a. Chief Guest

– Sri. A. S. Patil

b. President

– Prof. L. I. Nadaf

c. Sri A. S. Patil

– Dr. M. A. Lingasur

d. Dr. Shuja Punekar

– Sri. A. S. Patil

e. The Principal

– Dr. S. H. Malghan

f. Chairperson

– Smt. Z. T. Kazi

Cultural committee
g. General Secretary

– Sports Secretary

7) Presentation of Annual Report

– Dr. Mohammed Afzal

8) Presentation of Meritorious prizes

– Prof. M. M. Bagalkot

9) Address by the Chief Guest

–

10)

Address by Dr. Shuja Punekar

–

11)

Presentation of sports prizes

– Miss B. S. Sevatkar

12)

Presentation of cultural prizes

– Smt. N. M. Gunwan

13)

Address by Sri. A. S. Patil

–

14)

Presidential remarks

–

15)

Vote of Thanks

– Miss Vaishnavi Kulkarni

